On Tuesday, November 12, 1968

**ALC League II Champs End Season With 9-6 Win**

Having gone virtually undefeated this sports season, the League II champion, Albany Lab Rhinos, have amassed a record unmatched by any other AMIA team this year at State. Their most recent triumph came in a 19-0 victory over the local team, the Holy Rollers, at the AMIA football meet in December. The Rhinos have also been successful in dual meets and one triangular, with Albany State Mermen Prep as the champions to the APA eight yard line. The Lab Rhinos have Phi Alpha League II Champs for the season.

**APC Closes League I Action; Trounces Tappan Hall 22-0**

APA defeated Tappan Hall 22-0 Saturday in a game that set John Marrow, the Lab Rhinos' team, as one of the best in the League. APA had already defeated Tappan Hall 14-2 earlier in the season.

In other games Saturday, KB defeated ALC 45-0; Holy Rolls defeated Potsdam 19-0; and St. Mary defeated Holy Cross 39-8.

**Ambly State Mermen Prep For Seven Meet Schedule**

The State University of Albany swimming team, under the guidance of Students' Association President Howard Albee, will begin its seven-meet schedule this week. The team has been training for the past two months and is expected to perform well in the competition.

**AMIA Notice**

Ceremonial opening will be held in room 115 of the Physical Education building at 4 o'clock Tuesday, November 12. Congratulations to the student body for an excellent job.

**Hannan's Drugs**

We pick up & deliver prescriptions on student insurance program.

**Cosmetics-Skincare-Gifts-Cards**

1327 Western Ave.
Phone 1-9355

**Curfew, Open House Bills Passed**

By Guy W. Koons

In a special session last night, Central Council accepted LAAC's Proposed Changes in University Residence Policies by a vote of 24-0. The passage of this bill called for the elimination of the University's current Summer Curfew Plan, and the determination of Open House Policy by the individual Hall or building, and the abolition of the mandatory sign-out procedure.

At the meeting, Student Council officials had charged that the present Residence Policies were unfair and inefficient. Other concerns included the Central Council sanctioned LAAC Policy on Responsibility, and NYSANIA's recommendation in favor of women's residence changes.

On Wednesday of this week, 210 students assembled in Loo Room 3 to view the evening's activities where the LAAC proposed changes were held. The aim was to show the students the importance of their presence in the decisions that affect their lives.

The current proposed policy changes were felt to be more comprehensive and far more realistic than the "Walden Experiment." A majority of LAAC representatives felt that the proposed changes would show the students more on the important "Proposed Changes" or, perhaps, even total future changes to only the changes proposed to "Walden Experiment." The basic idea of these resident volume is each student's personal responsibility. Personal responsibility will be the key to a sufficient security system and personal responsibility will be the key to students conduct behind a closed door so that student does not infringe on the rights of any other.

**Biafran Grad Student Speaks Out On War**

Biafran students who returned to the United States last week for a term of study have begun to speak out against the war in Biafra. They feel that the United States is indirectly responsible for the war and that it is time to take a stand against it.

**Library Dedicated Tonight; Tours, Exhibits Featured**

In the 1st of the University Library's dedication tonight, the Library will be added. The Library is a repository for United States Government publications and other documents from state, local, foreign and international sources.

The library is dedicated tonight, and an open house will be held. The dedication ceremony will feature a special exhibit of books and manuscripts, as well as a special presentation by world-renowned scholar Prof. William T._BOUNDARY.

Library dedication tonight, Tours, Exhibits Featured

**INFORMATIVE AND ENLIGHTENING:** Central Council wonders, dissolved the lack of understanding between the Student's and Faculty. The Library is dedicated tonight, Tours, Exhibits Featured.
Outstanding Aid Program at Wisconsin

Madison, Wis.—(AP) The University of Wisconsin program of financial aid to students who are veterans or dependents of veterans has been cited as one of the best in the nation.

The program, designed to help veterans and their dependents meet the costs of education, is part of a comprehensive financial aid program at the university.

The program includes scholarships, grants, and loans, as well as work-study opportunities. Students are eligible for aid based on their military service or family contributions to the war effort.

The program is administered by the Office of Student Financial Assistance, and is open to all eligible students.

Production Of Napalm Continued By Dow Co.

A report to Congress by the Department of Defense indicated that Dow Chemical Co. has continued production of napalm, a type of chemical used in warfare.

The report, which was submitted to Congress in response to a request for information about the use of napalm in Vietnam, stated that Dow has produced napalm for use in the conflict.

According to the report, the production of napalm has included both aerial and ground operations.

The report also noted that Dow has been a major supplier of napalm to the U.S. military.

Chinese Exchange Involves Nanyang

The Chinese government has announced a cultural exchange program with Nanyang, a city in the central region of the country.

Under the program, Chinese scholars and students will visit Nanyang to study and exchange ideas on various topics, including history, culture, and economics.

The exchange is expected to deepen diplomatic relations between the two countries and promote cultural understanding.

First Annual Campus CAMPUS TEL ISON November 22-23 7pm-7pm How Long Can You Go Without Sleep?

The first annual CAMPUS TEL ISON event was held on November 22-23 from 7pm to 7pm. The event featured a talk on how long one can go without sleep.

The talk was presented by a sleep expert who discussed the importance of sleep and the consequences of sleep deprivation.

Winterlude

SLEIGH RIDE DINNER DANCE Dec. 13, 1968 9-10 pm

Winterlude will be held on December 13, 1968 from 9 to 10 pm. The event will feature a sleigh ride and a dinner dance.

Tickets are available at the door. The event is open to the public.

June Graduates

START A CAREER IN BANKING

Bank Examiner Aides SALARY $7,200

Weekend or evening hours

Some travel

Benefits: Pension, insurance, holidays

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Dec. 1, 1968

For further information contact:

PETER K. LARRICK, DIRECTOR

NEW YORK STATE BANKING

DEPARTMENT OF INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION

P.O. Box 600, Albany, N.Y. 12201

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED FROM MEN AND WOMEN WHO HAVE

obtained the following:

A. A high school education or equivalent, and

B. Two or more years of experience in a field related to banking, such as accounting, finance, or statistics.

The New York State Banking Department is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Counselors

The Teachers' Draft Counseling Committee recognizes that many of our young men are confused about their status and duties in Vietnam. Our committee has been formed to provide guidance in this matter.

Each counselor will be assigned to a group of young men and will meet with them regularly to discuss their concerns.

The counselors will be trained to provide accurate information about the draft and to help young men make informed decisions about their future.

This program is supported by the United States Department of Defense.

If you are interested in becoming a counselor, please contact your local military recruiting office or your school's guidance counselor.
Note: due to a large amount of public response to this saga, all of you will soon, if not already, begin to receive your letters via a special secret service. Do not trust the postman. We will post the first 50,000 at one time, so that you may all have a chance to read the story. The series will never end; you will continue to learn what happens in the future. Always be aware of the special spirit that exists behind your daily: life, and you will never be alone."

[Image 0x0]
What strikes one immediately about Jerry Beckman’s “Le Depart” (College Art News, April 1968) is its surreal quality. The painting is a dreamlike scene, a mix of reality and fantasy. Beckman’s work is characterized by its use of vibrant colors and its exploration of the subconscious. His paintings often feature surreal, dreamlike images that seem to defy the laws of physics and logic. In “Le Depart,” Beckman creates a world that is both familiar and foreign, a place where the ordinary becomes extraordinary.

The painting depicts a group of people in a series of dreamlike or surreal scenes. The figures are often distorted and exaggerated, and the colors are often bright and unconventional. The scene is set in a landscape that is both familiar and foreign, with elements that seem to blend together in a way that is difficult to describe.

Despite the surreal quality of the painting, there is a sense of movement and energy throughout. The figures seem to be in motion, and there is a sense of dynamism in the way that the colors and forms are arranged on the canvas. The composition is complex and layered, with elements that seem to interact in a way that is both intriguing and mysterious.

Overall, “Le Depart” is a powerful and thought-provoking work of art. It challenges our perceptions of reality and invites us to explore the boundaries of the imagination. Beckman’s use of surrealism and dreamlike imagery is both innovative and compelling, and it is sure to leave a lasting impression on those who encounter it.

To learn more about Jerry Beckman and his work, you can visit the website of the Artist Rights & Rights of Artists (ARPA) at www.artistrights.org. This organization provides information and resources for artists and creatives, and it is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the art community.
Wrestling Squad Announces Schedule For Coming Year

The fourth annual Albany Quadrangular will open the State University at Albany's 1968-69 varsity wrestling season on December 7. The quad will be held in the morning in the school's physical education building, and the tournament will include the state's three varsity teams as well as the University at Albany's club wrestling team.

Two teams will be on the docket for the first time in wrestling, New Paltz at home on February 4, and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute on February 11, for the annual Patroon Cup.
LIVING AREA AFFAIRS
RATIONALE ON UNIVERSITY RESIDENCE POLICY CHANGES

Ginsburg's Poetry Poses Question

Thorne Discusses LAAC Bill, Gives Personal Opinion

Smith Resists Draft Explaining Reasons

Undergrad Report Implemented To Improve Academic Growth

Campus Chest Begins Fundraising Events

By Barbara Haynes
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